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Touch-free technology providing an 

enhanced user experience. 

eyeSight at a Glance 

A UI solution designed for the end users 
and their user experience in mind. 

Easy and intuitive control over a variety of 

devices using simple hand gestures. 

100% software based technology.  



Leveraging The Existing Hardware 

Over 2 Billion camera sensors 

shipped in 2012 

And 3.6 Billion camera sensors 

expected to be  

shipped in 2015 



Gestures Everywhere 



Gesture Engines 



Gesture Engines 

Directional gestures 
A language of gestures such as: left, right, 

up, grab, and wave can be all used for 

activation and control of device features and 

applications. 

Directional 
gestures 



Hand and Fingertip tracking 
Real time detection and tracking of a user’s 

hand  and fingertip, powering virtual mouse 

capabilities. Two hand detection and tracking 

available for zoom In/Out functionality  

and more. 

Directional 
gestures 

Hand and 
Fingertip 
tracking 

 

Gesture Engines 



Face detection and tracking  
Multiple users can be detected and tracked 

in real time in various distances from  

the device

Face Detection 
and tracking 

Hand and 
Fingertip 
tracking 

 

Directional 
gestures 

Gesture Engines 



Hand signs 
eyeSight’s Hand 

Signs solution 

delivers an entirely 

new way to 

communicate as well 

as set preferences 

with a single natural 

motion. 

Directional 
gestures 

Face Detection 
and tracking 

Hand signs Hand and 
Fingertip 
tracking 

 

Gesture Engines 



solution packs for various device types 

eyeSight’s Solutions 

TV and Set Top Box PC’s 

Mobile Phones 

And Tablets 

In Car 

Applications 

SOC’s and 

chipsets 

Appliances  

And Other devices 

Supporting 

2D standard 

CMOS 

IR illumination 

/ depth 

3D Stereoscopic 

Supported sensors 



Nvidia – eyeSight Collaboration  

 Gesture Recognition “Out of the Box” - An optimized gesture recognition 

solution made available as a service on BSP 

Achieving optimal CPU and battery performance for gesture 

recognition 

A new and enhanced UI and user experience  



The Advantages of eyeSight on Tegra 
 eyeSight’s engine and SDK can be bundled and distributed with Tegra’s BSP – 

Facilitating the delivery of gestures to countless devices worldwide. 

 

 Optimized gesture performance on Tegra: 

 Enhanced camera performance – Now 30fps 

 Integration of gesture commands for use with standard apps 

 

 Ongoing cooperation roadmap: 

 GPU acceleration of gesture engine 

 Optimized, native access to camera 

 Optimized power management 

  

By running eyeSight’s low light filter on the pixel-crunching GPU, processing 

time is significantly reduced while leaving the CPU mostly idle.  

 

Image processing on GPU is ideal for machine vision by enhancing video 

quality while conserving system resources. 

Bringing Gestures to the  

Android App Market 

 Enjoy eyeSight’s gesture service made 

available for the Android market  

 Quick integration  of gestures offering a 

short time to market 

 Developers can now make any app touch-

free by simple mapping of gestures to key/ 

touch events. 

 Offering gesture recognition controls of 

the top apps in the market  



Integration of Gesture Recognition Made Easy  
eyeSight’s service supports any of the following input methods: 

With eyeSight’s mapping tool any application can gain touch-free controls. The tool allows developers to 

attach gestures to the predefined key events, mouse curser, or touch events - and make any app touch-free. 

MAPPING DATABASE 

Each application can be “mapped” differently. Gestures can be used for different 

functionality, and defined in every app separately. 

*Note :  

APPLICATION 

The app’s predefined 

control system: 

Easily attach gestures  

using eyeSight’s service  

and mapping tool 

TOUCH FREE 

APPLICATION 

key events Touch Event Mouse Input 

TOUCH 

EVENTS 

MOUSE 

CURSER INPUT 

KEY  

EVENT 



Future GPU Acceleration for Gesture 
 GPU Integration benefits:  

 

Offload from CPU and optimized power management 

Camera performance (high FPS) -  Allowing to add capabilities such as velocity and 

vector controls (roadmap capabilities) 

Robust control even in low lighting conditions - running eyeSight’s low light filter 

on the pixel-crunching GPU, processing time is significantly reduced while 

leaving the CPU mostly idle 

Enhanced Gesture capabilities - Image processing on GPU is ideal for machine vision  

by enhancing video quality while conserving system resources capabilities  





Video - eyeSight’s Low Light Filter on GPU 



Interaction Simplified 

eyeSight and Nvidia bringing enhanced 

touch-free capabilities  

to mobile devices 



Twitter:@eyesightMobile 

THANK YOU! 


